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PEACE & SEX  

VIDEO FOREVER session 24 
__________________________________________________ 

 

Why Peace and Sex? 
 
Because it’s summer, and because we at VIDEO FOREVER have never 
talked about sex before. And also because the theme of sex is dear to me. I 
consider sex as essential to us, as women: essential to our freedom, our 
identity, our relationships, our fulfilment and even our health. Essential in 
our lives. And yet, all too often, we stay silent about sex, even if today 
young women, and especially young artists like Aurélie Dubois, whose 
video Prima we will see here, are beginning to change things.  

 

Still, one tacit stereotype dies hard: that it is men, above all, who really like 
sex – and who even buy it, too. Two weeks ago Le Nouvel Observateur 
published the tariffs for what they appear to like: fellatio with ejaculation 
on the body, royal fellatio, etc. – a host of raw details that are rarely 
presented as glorious. So, men like sex, but they don’t like it comme il faut. 
This viewpoint makes them predators in the sexual relation. I am not 
denying that they are, and that they are all too often, but I am contesting 
the reflex of automatically putting them in that category. By appropriating 
sex and all its attributes for ourselves we could change this reflex. And 
once men cease to be predators, we would cease to be their symbolic 
victims. 

Moreover, if we stated that we like sex, then our daughters could more 
easily approach men as a source of pleasure and not as a threat. When we 
stop telling them, when they’re going out for the first time, to “Be careful” 
but, instead say, “Enjoy yourself!”, then that could help defuse the 
aggressive impulse and change the way men think about themselves. I 
regret the persistent discretion about sex among most women of my 
generation. Only a few remarkable figures, like Catherine Millet, have the 
guts to talk about it openly, passionately, intelligently, clearly and directly, 
whereas generally we are very discreet on the matter, or swaddle it in 
gentleness and cocoons or fifty shades of grey and a whole world of 
imagery that doesn’t fit the reality. 
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To say that we love sex, both ours and theirs – or then again not, if actually 
we don’t – would help to release men from that predatory position I have 
already mentioned and to exchange it for the kudos of someone who will 
bring us pleasure, just as we bring it to them. And release us, too, from our 
position of presumed victim. 

The point is to repudiate Orlan’s idea that the male sex is the origin of war 
– I am referring here to her pastiche of Courbet’s The Origin of the World. 
It is to affirm that sex bonds us through desire and joy, and not that it 
divides us. That it bonds us in that mirror of face-to-face pleasure so 
effectively explored by the Indian artist Tejal Shah – and we all know how 
much Indian culture can teach us about sex – in a work that was 
previously exhibited in 2007 during a Nuit des 1001 Vidéos (the event that 
preceded VIDEO FOREVER), as well as at the last Documenta. 

I would like us to get sex out of the rut of “conjugal duty” and make it 
women’s business as much as it men’s. I would like us to say that it is 
magnificent and can be paradisiac, that it can be disgusting, too, but that 
we do not like it any the less for that. We must stop letting people say and 
think that sex is a man thing and that we go along with it just because 
there’s no choice. I strongly believe that the fact of appropriating sex, not 
against men but with them, represents a crucial phase of our freedom, for 
women here and now. 

Women artists – and there are many of them in this VIDEO FOREVER – 
seem to be leading us in this direction. Elena Kovylina, whose video we 
will see later on, performed, with great delectation, a fellatio to the sound 
of the music from Forbidden Games for her Bachelor of Fine Arts piece. 
The performance artist Amanda Alfieri, who is also showing two videos 
here, is described by artist Dana Hoey as “most definitely sex positive.” In 
her recent performance all about death Kiss me like you’ll never kiss me 
again, seen at the last VIDEO FOREVER, Maro Michalakakos sings 
longingly “If love is a sin then I am a sinner.” 

But let us come back to conjugal duty. When working up to talking about 
sex, most of us start with love and relationships, as if sex needed these 
justifications, alibis which spread the idea that women love love and men 
love sex. If love adds a metaphysical dimension to sex, then it does so for 
men as well as for women. They too prefer sex with love and that sublime 
dimension of the encounter with another being that transcends us. In this 
VIDEO FOREVER, indeed, it is mounir fatmi and Ali Kazma who illustrate 
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these metaphysical dimensions of sex. A metaphysics that exists through 
the body. The body first of all. 

If I think it important that we fully acknowledge our dimension as sexual 
beings, this is not only for our own sakes, here and now. Consider the case 
of one of the worst forms of sexual aggression: clitoridectomy, a practice 
that was recently the subject of a major symposium in Paris. Here is a 
situation in which women behave as described by art critic Kalliopi 
Minioudaki in the catalogue to the recent Niki de Saint Phalle exhibition 
(an excellent collection of texts, including one by Laurence Bertrand 
Dorléac: a must-read). Minioudaki argues that many women behave as if 
they were the armed wing of patriarchy, and that is what Niki de Saint 
Phalle rebelled against. In the case of excision, the prevalent myth is that 
men want to stop women having pleasure and that the law demands they 
be “purified” by this mutilation. But who is it that actually performs this 
operation, more often than not? Who puts the little girls on the tables, 
spreads their legs and cuts the jewel that is our clitoris, their faith and 
conscience unperturbed? Other women. Women who have not been able, 
not known how and, for obvious reasons, not dared to affirm how beautiful 
orgasm is, how important it is, how festive it is. How much we love it. And 
so maybe it behoves us, here, we who enjoy the freedom to say it, 
individually and collectively, to claim this pleasure for ourselves and for us 
all. As, with tremendous courage and wonderful intelligence, does the 
Lebanese director Jocelyne Saab in her film Dunia. It is interesting in this 
context to also quote the Albanian artist and writer Ornela Vorpsi, whose 
book Tu convoiteras (Thou shalt lust) although published here in 
Gallimard’s prestigious Série Blanche collection, was soon shrouded in a 
mantle of reprobatory silence because the story it tells runs so obviously 
counter to the dominant form of simplistic moralism. It is the story of a 
woman who, for a few hours, abandons her sick child to enjoy being with 
her lover. 

And yet in this book Ornela Vorpsi, who also draws the phallus in glory, 
haloed with gold and captioned “Give us our daily juice,” is merely telling 
the story of our everyday lives. 

I would like to take one more step and include maternity in our enhancing 
sexual experiences. Yes, maternity is part of our sexuality. We have 
children because we are generous, because we want to bring life into the 
world and perpetuate the species, and we “sacrifice” ourselves to do so? 
Yes, but not only that. We have children because we love it. Because it’s 
intensely pleasurable. Childbirth is a moment of incredible sexual 
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violence, a wild acme. Does it hurt? Yes, a bit. So what? Suffering is an 
obvious source of pleasure in sex. And if we breastfeed, is it also out of this 
sense of giving and because it’s healthier for our babies? Certainly, but not 
only: there again, it is also, and above all, because it’s intensely 
pleasurable: the breasts empty themselves – dare I speak of an ejaculation 
by the breasts (the liquid, thick, white and warm, the emission rhythmical; 
at times it is almost impossible to forget the need for relief and pleasure, 
and so we concentrate entirely on this necessity which comes before all 
the rest) – and at the same time the uterus contracts, often to the point of 
orgasm. Why don’t women say this? Because we are not taught to say what 
fills us with pleasure. Is taking pleasure in our babies immoral? 

If we affirm the pleasure of breastfeeding, if we share this reality joyously 
with the fathers of our babies, many of the sexual problems of the post-
partum period would probably be resolved all on their own, through 
speech and exchange, whereas so often this period leads to lasting 
frustration and rancour among couples. The reality, not always but often, is 
that when you give the breast five or six times a day – for the many women 
who love and take pleasure in breastfeeding – it is almost enough pleasure 
for one day. Pieces on this theme that we will see include a video by 
Shannon Plumb, one of the funniest artists working in this medium in 
America today. 

One last word, about prostitution. I unreservedly condemn all forced 
prostitution – which, sadly, still constitutes the majority of cases nowadays, 
nearly always in connection with huge socioeconomic problems. But I 
come from Geneva, and Calvin’s city was also the home of the famous 
activist prostitute Grisélidis Real, who was a writer and painter as well. She 
claimed that prostitution is “a revolutionary act.” She also said, “I shit on 
God.” Well, all credit to my hometown: Grisélidis Réal was still buried, 
with the words “péripatéticienne” (streetwalker), in Geneva’s famous 
Cemetery of Kings, the resting place of Calvin. 

Regarding the appropriation of sex, those prostitutes who ply their trade 
because they chose it and who claim it as a source of both pleasure and 
money are, in a certain sense, models. Grisélidis Real humorously said that 
if other women, bourgeois women, criticised prostitutes, it was in fact 
because they were jealous. Another woman who exemplifies the joy of sex 
is Brigitte Lahaie, a woman of great subtlety and intelligence, with an 
incredible sensitivity to others, a former porn star, whose daily radio show 
has two million listeners. This exemplar of the appropriation of sex speaks 
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un-nostalgically but with unconcealed pleasure about her experiences as a 
star. 

Yes, sex is revolutionary, as Malek Chebel also says in his books about 
Arab eroticism. “The appreciation of this art that is eroticism becomes an 
arm for the individual seeking to construct their identity outside the 
ideologies of family, clan and religion, which crush the singularities of the 
individual and their nonconformist desire.” For Chebel, eroticism is 
freedom, a freedom too fundamental to be defeated or depreciated. A 
freedom which is also the artist’s, as so lightly expressed in Nest, the 
animated video by Julien Serve that will close the session by showing sex 
as droll, tender, and all smiles.  

 

To conclude this introduction, I would like to quote these magnificent 
words, found in Paroles de Femmes by Marie Cardinal: “And now, all of a 
sudden, I had made my own decision to forget the principles of my class, 
the prejudices of my family, the laws of my mother, to upend the colossus 
religion and to make love with a boy I didn’t even love, with whom I 
didn’t have to look for the excuse of passion or reason. I wanted to make 
and I was making love because I felt like it.” 

 

 

 

Barbara Polla, 15 June 2015. 


